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Abstract

While ammonia and water readily form hydrogen-bonded molecular mixtures at ambient condi-

tions, their miscibility under pressure is not well understood, yet crucial e.g. to model the interior

of icy planets. We report here on the behaviour of ammonia-water mixtures under extreme pres-

sure conditions, based on first-principles calculations of 15 stoichiometries in the pressure range

of 1 atm to 10 Mbar. We show that compression facilitates proton transfer from water to am-

monia in all relevant mixtures. This favors ammonia-rich hydrates above 1 Mbar, stabilized by

complete de-protonation of water and the formation of the unusual structural motifs O2−·(NH+
4 )2

and O2−·(N2H
+
7 )2. The hydronitrogen cations persist to the highest pressures studied. We pre-

dict a new ammonia-rich 4:1-hydrate at intermediate pressures and find that by 5.5 Mbar, close

to the core-mantle boundary of Neptune, all cold ammonia-water mixtures are unstable against

decomposition into their constituents.

∗ a.hermann@ed.ac.uk
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mixtures of molecular ices of water, ammonia and methane (together with impurities and

volatiles such as hydrogen or helium) make up a large proportion of the mantle regions of

the “ice giants” Uranus and Neptune as well as large icy moons in our solar system, and are

presumed to feature prominently in the large number of Neptune-like exoplanets discovered

by recent and ongoing astronomical observation campaigns.[1–5] It is not clear how molecular

ices organize themselves inside these planetary bodies – whether they form segregated layers

with distinct chemical and density profiles, or homogeneous mixtures corresponding roughly

to the global composition ratio throughout. High pressure conditions (which reach hundreds

of GPa, or several Mbar, inside ice giants) can in general favor unexpected chemical motifs,

and thus stabilize unusual compounds and stoichiometries, as found among prototypical

mineral compounds[6–10] as well as individual ices.[11–16]

The molecular ices exhibit very different chemical responses to pressure: water ice forms

a sequence of atomic networks above 65 GPa, where water molecules readily give up their

protons to sit at the mid-points of nearest-neighbor O–O separations,[13, 14, 17, 18] while

ammonia holds onto its protons much better, and instead self-ionizes above 120 GPa into

ammonium amide over a large pressure range before (in calculations) returning to packings

of neutral molecules.[15, 16, 19] The mixtures of the molecular ices can feature surprising

pathways to stability under compression; for instance, methane’s solubility in water increases

to about 40% at pressures as low as a few GPa,[20] which is largely unexplained. Mixtures of

ammonia and water are of particular interest, as they can form hydrogen-bonded networks.

First-principles calculations have so far proven very useful in establishing or confirming the

phase diagrams and properties of the individual ices and of a select few hydrate phases.

Here, we present a computational study of the entire binary ammonia-water phase diagram

that considers all mutual formation and decomposition reactions at various pressures and

temperatures, and also establishes which new hydrate stoichiometries should be stabilized

under particular conditions.
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II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

Solid crystalline structures were searched for using the particle swarm optimization

algorithm as implemented in CALYPSO (crystal structure analysis by particle swarm

optimization).[21, 22] Structure predictions were performed with up to 16 formula units

of (H2O)X(NH3)Y , where X and Y are integers, and at 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 80, and 100 –

1000 GPa in increments of 100 GPa. These searches were performed for the three canonical

ammonia-water mixing ratios. At 50, 100, and 300 GPa binary searches were performed to

look for other stable mixing ratios. If a new mixing ratio was found to be stable, further

searches were performed for this stoichiometry at relevant pressures. Structure predictions

at pressures over 1 TPa and up to 5 TPa failed to find any structures stable against decom-

position into NH3 and H2O. The predicted decomposition of NH3 above 460 GPa was taken

into account throughout.[23]

Electronic structure calculations, geometry optimizations, and phonon calculations were

performed with the CASTEP code [24]. Exchange-correlation effects were described within

the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)

functional [25] unless otherwise stated, and ultrasoft pseudopotentials. Final structure re-

laxations were done with “hard” pseudopotentials with cutoff radii no greater than 1.2 Å

for oxygen and nitrogen, and 0.6 Å for hydrogen. Plane wave cutoffs of Ec = 1000 eV and

k-point spacings of 20/Å−1 were found to give sufficiently converged energies and forces.

Phase stabilities at finite temperature were determined by calculating free energies from

lattice vibrations within the harmonic approximation. Phonon calculations were also used to

produce phonon dispersions, and zone-centered phonon frequencies to predict Infrared and

Raman spectroscopic signals. Bader and electron localization function (ELF) analyses used

real-space scalar fields obtained with the VASP code in conjunction with ‘hard’ projector-

augmented wave frozen core data sets,[26, 27] which were analysed with the Critic2 code (see

the Supplemental Material, SM, for details).[28] Molecular calculations for water-ammonia

dimers and trimers used the Gaussian09 software package and aug-cc-pVTZ basis sets.[29, 30]
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III. RESULTS

Three stoichiometric ammonia hydrates exist in nature and have been explored around

ambient and low-pressure conditions: ammonia monohydrate (AMH, NH3:H2O=1:1), am-

monia dihydrate (ADH, 1:2) and ammonia hemiydrate (AHH, 2:1).[31, 32] For comparison,

the ammonia:water solar abundance ratio is 1:7.[33] The three hydrates’ phase diagrams

show appreciable complexity: at various P −T conditions, five solid AMH and ADH phases,

as well as three solid AHH phases have been identified in experiment, even though some

of their structures have not been resolved. Those we know are hydrogen-bonded molecu-

lar crystals. There is some interplay between the three mixtures: both ADH and AMH

decompose into AHH and ice-VII, around 3 GPa and at 280 K and 250 K, respectively,

while ADH also decomposes into AMH and ice-VII around 0.55 GPa and 190 K.[34–36]

Around 5–20 GPa and room temperature, all ammonia hydrates are found to form disor-

dered molecular alloy (DMA) phases, with substitutional disorder of ammonia and water on

a body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice and possibly partial ionization into OH−/NH+
4 .[34, 37–40]

Moreover, first-principles calculations predict the appearance of ionic phases, where proton

transfer leads to the formation of hydroxyl and ammonium groups, in all hydrates at ele-

vated pressures.[41–44] The highest pressure any hydrate has been studied in experiment

is 41 GPa.[45] Here, we begin by discussing individually the calculated high-pressure and

-temperature phase evolution of the three known ammonia hydrates.

Ammonia monohydrate, AMH. Two low-pressure, low-temperature phases of AMH,

AMH-I and AMH-II, have been fully resolved.[31, 46, 47] A computational prediction by

Griffiths et al. suggests that a tetragonal ionic ammonium hydroxide phase, (OH−)(NH+
4 ),

becomes more stable than AMH-II above 2.8 GPa.[43] Only an incomplete transforma-

tion into this phase has been observed experimentally, which is possibly frustrated due to

the substitutional disorder in the DMA phase.[40] The high-pressure phase evolution of

AMH has recently been studied computationally by Bethkenhagen et al., who used crystal

structure prediction to identify relevant solid phases, which were then used as initial con-

figurations for molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.[48] The ground state high-pressure

phases found in this way proved important to obtain accurate equations-of-state data at

high temperatures.[48]

In the left panel of Figure 1 we show the enthalpies of formation of the known AMH
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FIG. 1. Left: relative ground state enthalpies of AMH per formula unit, relative to decomposition

into NH3 and H2O. Black circles show the P4/nmm phase reported by Griffiths et al.,[43] and

gray symbols are phases reported by Bethkenhagen et al.[48] Right: AMH-P43 at 50 GPa. Red

(blue, pink) spheres denote O (N, H) atoms, and covalent bonds are indicated. Hydrogen bonds

are shown by bashed black lines.

phases, the structures proposed by Griffiths et al. and (in gray symbols) by Bethkenhagen

et al., and from our own structure searches, all drawn relative to decomposition into pure

water and ammonia ice. We confirm the literature findings regarding phase succession and

transition pressures. All predicted high-pressure phases are ionic, of the form (OH−)(NH+
4 ),

and represent different arrangements of the ammonium and hydroxyl groups. However, note

from Figure 1 that these previously reported phases become unstable towards decomposition

into pure water and ammonia above 120 GPa. This would make AMH, its appealing simple

stoichiometry notwithstanding, much less important inside icy planets’ mantles than hitherto

thought. Our own structure searches uncovered a sequence of high-pressure phases that are,

above 35 GPa, more stable than those proposed in the literature. Most importantly, these

structures shift the decomposition of AMH into the pure ices to almost 500 GPa in the

ground state.

We find two new phases that are relevant over this large pressure range: a tetragonal P43

structure from 35 to 140 GPa, and a monoclinic P21/m phase between 140 and 470 GPa.
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The P43 phase, like the P4/nmm phases it supersedes, is an ionic structure that comprises

OH− and NH+
4 groups. The hydroxyl groups in the P43 phase form chiral hydrogen-bonded

spirals (see Figure 1); in comparison to the P4/nmm structure, with linear O-H· · ·O-H

chains, and the Ima2 structure, with planar zig-zag O-H· · ·O-H chains, this leads to a more

compact overall arrangement. The molecular units of P43 are arranged overall in what can

be interpreted as a quasi-bcc layout. The P43 structure therefore seems to be an ordered

(and ionic) variant of the DMA phase observed experimentally at high temperatures. A

proper model of the DMA phase would require the analysis of all possible microscopic

configurations in adequate supercells of the DMA’s body-centered cubic heavy atom lattice,

and their occupancy at given temperatures to compare free energies. A recent combined

experimental and computational study of AMH-DMA reported diffractive and spectroscopic

properties of low-energy candidates for this phase from (4,4,4) supercell calculations.[40]

At 140 GPa a monoclinic ionic P21/m structure (8 f.u./cell) becomes more stable than

P43 and remains the most stable AMH phase over a large pressure range, up to 470 GPa. In

this phase, protons of hydroxyl groups are positioned close to the mid-points along O–H–O

bonds, and those form one-dimensional chains along the a axis, see the SM. These O-H

chains are themselves arranged in a matrix of NH+
4 cations, a structural motif for instance

seen in the high-pressure phases of the alkali hydroxides (Rb,Cs)OH.[49, 50] In half of the

O-H chains the O–H–O connections are symmetric and linear, while in the other half they

are asymmetric and bent, and form hydrogen-bonded (H2O)–O. With increased pressure,

the P21/m phase continuously adopts a higher symmetry P212121 phase with a half-sized

unit cell, and where all O–H–O bonds are symmetric and buckled. Above 470 GPa, the

P21/m phase is no longer stable with respect to decomposition into the molecular ices, and

we find no other stable AMH phases in our searches. In the SM we show the P-T phase

diagram of AMH, constructed from free energies that include vibrational entropies at the

harmonic level.

AMH thus has a richer phase diagram than previously assumed. A set of newly predicted

phases extends its stability against decomposition into the ices from 120 GPa to 470 GPa.

These new phases are a sequence of ionic structures (OH−)·(NH+
4 ) with ever more compact

arrangements and eventual formation of one-dimensional symmetric –[–O–H–]– chains in an

ammonium matrix.

Ammonia dihydrate, ADH. ADH, of the ammonia hydrates known at ambient condi-
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tions, is the most water-rich and closest to the solar abundance ratio of water and ammonia,

and could therefore be of significance at extreme conditions. Three of its solid phases, in-

cluding the DMA phase, have been solved,[31, 38, 46, 51] with ADH-IV still to be clarified,

although its unit cell dimensions have been reported.[35] A recent DFT study suggested the

formation of an ionic phase, (NH+
4 )(OH−)(H2O), at 12 GPa, which was reported to be stable

up to at least 45 GPa.[44] However, we find the ADH phase diagram to be somewhat richer,

see Figure 2.
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FIG. 2. Left: relative ground state enthalpies of ADH per formula unit, relative to decomposition

into NH3 and H2O. Right: ADH-Ama2 at 20 GPa.

At low pressures, we find ADH-I to be most stable; it would be superseded by ADH-II

at ∼3 GPa if not for the emergence of an ionic variant of ADH-I. This phase, which we

call ADH-I∗ here, emerges through a proton transfer along a particular hydrogen bond, HO-

H· · ·NH3 → HO· · ·H-NH3, equivalent to that seen in early calculations on compressed AMH

and AHH.[41, 42] The molecular ADH-II phase has a similar transition to an ionic variant

ADH-II∗ above 7 GPa; see the SM for both structures. The ADH-I∗ phase is stable from

1.5 to 5 GPa in our calculations and completely displaces the known ADH-II phase from

stability. Above 5 GPa the recently suggested I41cd phase becomes more stable. In our

calculations, however, that phase remains only stable up to 10 GPa, where we find a new

orthorhombic Ama2 phase to become more stable; and finally a monoclinic P21/m phase
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stable above 60 GPa. The Ama2 (see Figure 2) and P21/m phases (see the SM) extend

the stability region of ADH towards decomposition into the ices to over 100 GPa. However,

neither the tetragonal I41cd phase (with Z = 16 molecules per cell) nor the base-centered

orthorhombic Ama2 phase (with Z = 4) match the suggestion for ADH-IV based on neutron

diffraction data (primitive orthorhombic lattice with Z = 8).[35]

As in AMH, ionization of water molecules becomes preferable in ADH under pressure,

and the ADH-I∗, I41cd, Ama2, and P21/m phases all can be seen as (OH−)(NH+
4 )(H2O).

The latter three all arrange in layered structures, as can be seen in Figure 2: along the c∗ axis

they feature alternate layers of NH+
4 , OH−, and H2O. Overall, this optimizes electrostatic

interactions, as the ionic components NH+
4 and OH− are adjacent, while the water dipole

moments are aligned along the local electric field established by adjacent ammonium and

hydroxyl layers. In addition, all structures are fully hydrogen bonded: all NH+
4 groups

donate four hydrogen bonds; all water molecules donate and accept two bonds, respectively;

and all OH− groups donate one hydrogen bond and accept four. Eventually, however, and at

much lower pressures than in AMH (and AHH, see next subsection), ADH becomes unstable

towards decomposition into the ices.

Ammonia hemihydrate, AHH. The AHH mixture, with twice as high ammonia con-

tent as AMH, is farthest removed from the solar abundance ratio of water and ammonia,

and thus seems much less relevant for interiors of planets. However, AHH forms as part of

decompositions of both AMH and ADH, hinting at its relative stability.[34, 36] While its

three known solid phases have been solved using neutron diffraction,[31, 36, 39, 46] their

respective regions of stability are less well established than for the other hydrates, and there

are indications for high-pressure phase transitions beyond 30–40 GPa that have yet to be

identified.[45]

We have recently shown that the 2:1 stoichiometry of AHH allows for the formation

of completely ionic ammonium oxide structures, O2−(NH+
4 )2.[52] At low pressures, we re-

produce the stability of AHH-I followed by AHH-II (see Figure 3). We then find several

enthalpically similar phases in the pressure region of 35–65 GPa, with the common features

of quasi-bcc arrangement of the molecular units and half-ionization, i.e., all these phases

are (OH−)(NH+
4 )(NH3). Above 65 GPa, however, a different motif emerges, where all stable

phases have completely deprotonated water, and form fully ionic ammonium oxide struc-

tures. A sequence of structures of composition O2−(NH+
4 )2 is stable in the ground state up

8
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FIG. 3. Left: relative ground state enthalpies of AHH per formula unit, relative to decomposition

into NH3 and H2O. Right: AHH-II at 10 GPa and P 3̄m1 at 150 GPa. Solid black lines indicate

their primitive unit cells; the grey dashed line in AHH-P 3̄m1 points out its relation to the unit cell

of the AHH-II phase (see text).

to 550 GPa. In fact, in calculations compressed AHH-II spontaneously ionizes to form the

P 3̄m1 phase as shown in Figure 3.

If we include ZPE and vibrational entropy effects for all phases to obtain free energies (see

the SM), we find that the onset of stability for the ionic phases is reduced to 40 GPa at room

temperature; that the simple P 3̄m1 phase (isostructural to the ionic CdI2 structure) has a

much extended stability range; and that eventual decomposition is predicted at somewhat

lower pressures, around 450–550 GPa.

New ammonia-rich hydrate under pressure. So far, we have discussed the hydrates

individually, and only stated their stability against decomposition into the constituent ices.

However, other reactions can and must be considered – some are already known from ex-

perimental studies: both molecular AMH and ADH decompose into AHH-II and excess

ice-VII/VIII. All possible reactions can be summarized very succinctly in a convex hull di-

agram. There, we plot the relative enthalpy of formation for an arbitrary hydrate AXH,

which shall be (H2O)1−x(NH3)x, against its relative ammonia content x:

∆Hf (x) = Hf (AXH)− (1− x)Hf (H2O)− xHf (NH3) (1)

The compounds whose enthalpies form the convex hull of ∆Hf (x) are stable against decom-

position into any other binary mixture of ammonia and water, at the given external pressure
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conditions. While so far we only considered x = 1/3, 1/2, and 2/3, ammonia hydrates could

in principle take up many other compositions. We therefore performed crystal structure

searches across the entire binary H2O–NH3 phase diagram, at 50, 100, and 300 GPa. Those

pressures were chosen to correspond to the emergence of (half-)ionic phases across all hy-

drates, the predicted destabilization of ADH, and the region of stability of fully ionic phases

in AHH, respectively.
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FIG. 4. (a) Relative formation enthalpies ∆Hf (x) for ammonia-water mixtures found in crystal

structure searches at 50, 100, and 300 GPa, with up to 50 structures shown for each composition.

The solar abundance ratio of ammonia to water is indicated by the blue cross. (b) The AQH-

I4/m structure at 100 GPa. (c) Ground state enthalpies per formula unit of AQH relative to the

constituent ices; inset shows covalent and hydrogen-bonded N-H separations in N2H
+
7 .

In Figure 4(a) we show ∆Hf (x) for the best candidate structures that emerged from
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the structure searches. The figure shows that a focus on individual hydrates and ices is

insufficient. For instance, at 100 GPa all three known hydrates have negative enthalpies of

formation (∆Hf < 0), but only AHH (x = 2/3) is part of the convex hull. Taking the most

relevant phases for each composition from these search results and optimizing them across

the entire pressure range allows us to predict the formation and decomposition conditions

for each individual compound, which will be discussed in detail in the next subsection.

A very intriguing feature of Figure 4 is the emergence of a new ammonia-rich hydrate

with x = 0.8: the 4:1 ammonia quarterhydrate (“AQH”) (NH3)4(H2O) was found at 50 and

100 GPa. A representative structure of this compound is shown in Figure 4(b).

AQH become more stable than the ices at 8.5 GPa in a partially ionic monoclinic P21

phase, see Figure 4(c). This phase contains NH3, NH+
4 , and OH− units. Above 25 GPa, we

find another monoclinic phase, P21/m that, like AHH phases in a similar pressure range,

features fully deprotonated water molecules – effectively forming O2−(NH+
4 )2(NH3)2. The

spherically symmetric O2− anion acts as an efficient hydrogen-bond acceptor: in AQH-

P21/m, each oxygen atom accepts 12 hydrogen bonds from NH3/NH4 units. The ammo-

nium and ammonia molecules are themselves hydrogen-bonded as H3N-H+ · · ·NH3. These

hydrogen bonds symmetrize just above 60 GPa, thus forming H3N–H–NH3 units with a

proton at the mid-point between two NH3 molecules. Now in a higher symmetry tetragonal

I4/m structure, these N2H
+
7 cations are stacked above each other along the c axis, rotated

by 90◦ to minimize steric repulsion and maximise hydrogen bonding to the oxygen anions,

see Figure 4(b). Within the ab plane, the cations are in a herringbone arrangement for the

same reason. The high hydrogen-bond coordinations of the oxygen atoms remain.

The N2H
+
7 cation has not been seen before in any ammonia hydrates, but forms as part

of the ammonia adduct of ammonium iodide, NH4I·NH3.[53–55] There, the cation is in the

symmetry-broken H3N-H+ · · ·NH3 state, and takes up a rotationally disordered position in

a CsCl-like structure, together with the counterion I−. In AQH, the structure deviates

from a simple ionic structure to optimize packing of the non-spherical N2H
+
7 cations under

compression.

Above 200 GPa, we find that a sequence of symmetry-reductions (to P 1̄ and then P1)

lower the enthalpy of AQH with respect to the I4/m structure. At 300 GPa, decomposition

into the ices becomes favourable again, see Figure 4(b). The P-T phase diagram from

harmonic free energies is shown in the SM. The structural sequence is unaffected by entropic
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effects, but decomposition into the ices is predicted to occur slightly earlier than in the

ground state, around 240 GPa at low temperatures.
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FIG. 5. Phase stability ranges for binary ammonia-water mixtures as function of pressure, for the

ground state (left) and at T = 300 K (right). Stable compounds are labelled by commonly used

numerals or space groups, black separators signify phase transitions. For pure ammonia, the gray

region denotes decomposition into NH4 and N3H7. Thin lines denote pressure regions where a

phase is metastable (here defined as within 5 meV/molecule above the convex hull).

Full ammonia-water phase diagrams. From the convex hull diagrams we obtain

stability ranges for all individual ammonia-water mixtures under pressure. Those stability

ranges are displayed in Figure 5, both for the ground state and at room temperature. The

latter include lattice vibrational entropic effects within the harmonic approximation, applied

to all compounds. In both cases, coloured bars correspond to regions of stability of the

various mixtures. Their end points (or intermediate gaps) signal that a specific mixture

becomes unstable against one or more decomposition reactions, which we discuss below for

every mixture involved.

In the ground state, we find AMH to be stable from P = 1 atm up to 85 GPa. The

transition from AMH-I to AMH-II, in experiment seen around 0.5 GPa, happens in our

calculations at 2.5 GPa. Above 85 GPa, AMH decomposes into the highly stable ionic AHH

phases and ice. The upper limit of stability of AMH is thus much lower than if only the

constituent ices were considered (470 GPa). Based on room temperature free energies, we
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predict that AMH should decompose at even smaller pressures, around 60 GPa.

For the other hydrates, we find similar stability constraints due to non-trivial decom-

position reactions. We find ADH to be initially unstable, but stable in the region P =

0.5 . . . 6.6 GPa, and P = 17.2 . . . 48.5 GPa. Due to the emergence of half-ionic ADH-I∗,

the experimentally known phase ADH-II does not appear in our calculated phase diagrams.

In the intermediate pressure region, and also above its maximum point of stability, ADH

is found unstable against decomposition into AMH and ice. This agrees with experiment,

which finds a strongly temperature dependent decomposition of ADH-IV into AMH and ice

at pressures 2.5-6.5 GPa.[56] However, experiments find the ADH-DMA phase (which we

can not model here) at pressures above 6.5 GPa,[34, 38] which marks a re-entrant stability

of ADH at high pressures. The newly found Ama2 phase represents such a re-entrant region

of stability for ADH and is responsible in our calculations for an extension of ADH stability

to almost 50 GPa.

AHH is found stable at P = 1.5 . . . 3.5 GPa in the ground state and again from P =

79 . . . 540 GPa, where decomposition into the ices eventually takes place. Here, the interme-

diate pressure instability is also due to the decomposition into AMH and ice. While AHH-I

is correctly found stable, the high-pressure phase AHH-II does also not appear on the phase

diagrams. In fact, we find both ADH and AHH unstable in certain regions of the phase

diagram (at 6.6–17.2 GPa and 3.5–79 GPa) where neither has been found in experiment to

decompose. While these discrepancies could in part be due to our calculations not includ-

ing satisfactory structural models for some of the phases relevant in these pressure regions

(such as ADH-IV and ADH-DMA) we also find that calculated regions of instability are

considerably smaller when considering room temperature free energies (12.5–17 GPa and 3–

24 GPa). This suggests that the ionic P4/nmm-AMH structure is energetically very stable

in the ground state (leading to spurious metastability of both ADH and AHH), but not so

dominant at elevated temperatures. Note that we have not considered anharmonic correc-

tions to the phonon frequencies in this work. Proton transfers are responsible for several of

the new ammonia hydrate phases, and the vibrational properties of the different chemical

species thus created might have different anharmonic correction terms. The anharmonicity

of the O–H and N–H stretch modes most notably could lead to different ZPE terms and

free energies that affect the relative stability of the half- or fully ionic phases.[57, 58] That

said, it is also possible that low-temperature compression experiments on ADH and AHH
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might fail to overcome kinetic barriers towards decomposition into AMH and ice, just like

compressed AMH itself might be unable to convert to the P4/nmm phase.[40]

The new AQH is stable in the ground state from 25.5 . . . 198 GPa. At either end of this

pressure range, a decomposition into AHH and excess ammonia is more stable. Like AHH,

the AQH structures across their stability range benefit from strong ionic interactions and

high coordination upon formation of the unusual N2H
+
7 cation. Our results suggest that

AQH can be synthesised in a high-pressure reaction of a 2:1 molar mixture of ammonia and

AHH.

The discrepancies between our calculations and the experimental phase diagrams for

both ADH and AHH hydrates in the low-pressure regions might also be contributed to by

the semilocal exchange-correlation functional that has been argued to overstabilise ionic

structures.[43] This could lead to spurious stabilisation of ADH-I∗ over ADH-II, and of

AMH-P4/nmm over both ADH and AHH. However, the relative stabilities of the different

hydrates are qualitatively unaffected for various other exchange-correlation functionals; in

the SM we show phase diagrams equivalent to Figure 5 obtained from the LDA functional

as well as from dispersion-corrections of the Grimme (D2), Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS), and

many-body dispersion (MBD) type.[59–61] While the density-based dispersion corrections

of the vdW-DF2 type (e.g., in the form of revPBE-vdW2) and the meta-GGA SCAN func-

tional have been shown to give very good results for the high-pressure phase sequence of

molecular ices,[62–64], it is not clear whether this also applies to other molecules, and mix-

tures such as those studied here. For hydrogen hydrates, the PBE functional returns more

accurate phase stabilities than dispersion corrections of the vdW-DF type,[65, 66], while for

noble gas hydrates it shows less overbinding than any dispersion-corrected functional.[67]

At pressures beyond the molecular phases (from 10’s to 100’s of GPa, as considered here)

the semilocal description of PBE should become even more appropriate, as electron den-

sities tend to become more uniform,[68] and non-bonded interactions become very similar

amongst competing quasi-close-packed structures.[69]

Ionic motifs under pressure. Across all phases, ionization emerges as a clear pathway

towards stability with increased pressure. All newly presented phases in the known hydrate

stoichiometries, as well as the new ammonia quarterhydrate, benefit from proton transfer

from water to ammonia. If the overall composition permits, water molecules tend to be

fully deprotonated and the hydrates then comprise ionic motifs of the form O2−·(NH+
4 )2 or
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FIG. 6. (a) Binding energies of water-ammonia dimers and trimers from PBE calculations (ge-

ometries shown as insets), relative to neutral gas phase molecules, and normalized per hydro-

gen bond. Blue solid line: HOH· · ·NH3; green dashed line: H3NH· · ·OH; purple dotted line:

H3NH· · ·O· · ·HNH3. (b-e) Isosurfaces of the electron localisation function (ELF=0.7) in ammonia

hydrates, together with cross sections from ELF=0.7 (blue) to ELF=1.0 (red): (b) AMH-P4/nmm

at 10 GPa, (c) AHH-P 3̄m1 at 200 GPa, (d) AMH-P43 at 100 GPa, (e) AQH-I4/m at 100 GPa.

All structures drawn to the same scale. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by dashed lines.

O2−·(N2H
+
7 )2 that are supported by copious hydrogen bonding. The hydronitrogen cations

are very stable; none are predicted to undergo changes until the hydrates themselves decom-

pose. To quantify the energetics of successive deprotonation of water molecules we performed

molecular calculations on selected water-ammonia dimers and trimers. In the gas phase (at

large separations), the proton transfer reaction H2O + NH3 → OH− + NH+
4 is endothermic

by about 8 eV. The second proton transfer, resulting in O2− + 2NH+
4 , costs another 16 eV.

However, electrostatic attraction largely makes up for this cost, as shown in Figure 6(a).

The minima of the potential energies of the ionic hydrogen-bonded H3NH· · ·OH dimer and

the H3NH· · ·O· · ·HNH3 trimer are only 1.4 and 1.9 eV per hydrogen bond above the min-

imum of the neutral HOH· · ·NH3 dimer. These metastable minima occur at smaller RN−O

separations than the most stable minimum but, crucially, these ionised structures have lower
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energies than the neutral dimer at the smallest separations: along the repulsive part of the

potential energy surface, fully de-protonated water is the most stable configuration. While

these molecular models can not by themselves explain the behaviour of extended phases –

where mutual coordination, global packing, and other energy contributions are significant –

they corroborate the trends seen throughout this work.

The chemical interpretations are further supported by topological real-space analyses of

the electronic charge density and the electron localization function (ELF).[28, 70, 71] In

Figure 6(b-e) we show ELF isosurfaces and cross sections for some of the most relevant

structures across the different hydrates. These support the interpretation of the various

atomic and ionic molecular units: AMH structures feature localised NH+
4 and OH− groups,

the latter with the typical ring structure of the lone pairs around oxygen; AHH and AQH

feature near-spherical isolated oxygen anions and counterions NH+
4 and N2H

+
7 , respectively.

A quantitative topological analysis of the same data is tabulated in the SM. The covalent

N–H and O–H bonds (where present) hold roughly 2.0 and 1.6 electrons each; the respective

interpretations as bound NH4 and OH units are justified. The partial charges on NH4

(+0.65· · ·0.74 electrons), N2H7 (+0.655), OH (-0.68· · ·-0.74 electrons) and O (-1.3 electrons)

are consistent with formal charges of +1, -1, and -2, respectively (in NaCl the same analysis

yields ±0.85 electrons per ion). The dashed lines shown e.g. in Figure 6(b-e) all have bond

interaction points (b.i.p.’s) along the respective (O/N)-H· · ·(O/N) connections but these

have low ELF values between 0.05 and 0.5; this is consistent with their interpretation as

hydrogen bonds, the strength of which correlates to those ELF values. An extreme case

appears on the N2H7 subunit, where the central proton has its own detached monosynaptic

basin with a population of 0.42 e− and is strongly connected to the N atoms either side

(ELF=0.848 at the b.i.p.). Therefore, this symmetrical very strong hydrogen bond can be

considered as a true chemical bond. A similar bonding image has been found in ice X

along the O-H-O line.[72] A Bader analysis, based purely on the topology of the electron

density, gives analogous results (see the SM): partial charges on the different subunits are

consistent with their formal charges stated throughout; strong covalent bonds exist within

the subunits (with high densities, strongly negative Laplacians at the bond points), and they

are connected by multiple hydrogen bonds (with low densities, weakly positive Laplacians

at the bond points).
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We present a comprehensive computational study across the entire binary composition

range of ammonia-water mixtures, as function of compression. We have found a series of

new phases stable in ammonia monohydrate, AMH, and dihydrate, ADH, that change the

picture of the high-pressure stability of both compounds. By sampling arbitrary binary

ammonia-water mixtures we predict a new ammonia-rich hydrate, ammonia quarterhydrate

or AQH, to become stable in an experimentally accessible pressure range. AQH features the

unusual N2H
+
7 cation above 60 GPa.

Compounds where proton transfer from water to ammonia is limited by the number of

acceptor ammonia molecules (ADH and AMH) are stable only up to moderate pressures,

below 1 Mbar, whereas compounds that allow full deprotonation of water (AHH and AQH)

are stable to much higher pressures. The latter compounds feature cationic hydronitro-

gens, NH+
4 and N2H

+
7 , that persist until the respective hydrates are predicted to decompose

completely. Mixtures of ammonia and water thus choose a unique chemical response to com-

pression: they combine water’s propensity to give up its protons with ammonia’s tendency

to form ionized hydrogen-bonded structures, in a way not seen in either of the constituents.

We have shown that it is insufficient to study the phase transformations of individual

hydrates, as their respective stability constraints mostly involve other hydrates, and not

only the constituent ices. By considering all these decomposition reactions, and finite tem-

perature effects at the harmonic level, we were able to construct the full phase diagram of

all ammonia hydrates at specific pressure and temperature conditions. This phase diagram

shows reasonable agreement with experiment regarding stabilities, phase transitions, and

decomposition reactions amongst molecular hydrate phases at low pressures, even though

the roles of DMA phases and unresolved hydrate structures such as AMH-IV and ADH-IV

should be explored further.

At high pressures, the formation of fully ionic solids will have consequences for the finite

temperature behavior of these phases. If strongly bound molecular cation motifs persist up

to high pressures, partial melting of the mixtures (e.g. the formation of superionic phases)

might be shifted to higher temperatures, or even replaced by formation of ionic molecular

liquids upon melting. This in turn will influence thermal and electric conductivities of any

such mixture along icy planet isentropes.
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The trend that emerges here with pressure, towards the formation of ammonia-rich hy-

drates, is intriguing, as it runs counter to the cosmic abundance ratio of ammonia and water.

It could suggest that all ammonia-water mixtures separate into water ice and ammonia-rich

hydrates under sufficient compression. The latter would always be less gravimetrically dense

than pure water ice and could therefore contribute to more complex inner structures in the

mantles of icy planets than hitherto considered.

V. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Additional data on crystallographic information for all compounds, zero-point energies,

Gibbs free energies, phonon dispersions, topological ELF and charge analyses, simulated

IR/Raman frequencies, and phase diagrams from different exchange-correlation functionals

can be found in the Supplemental Material to this paper. Data reported in this paper has

also been deposited, in compliance with EPSRC open research data policy, on The University

of Edinburgh repository https://datashare.is.ed.ac.uk.
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